Houston Firefighters’ Relief and Retirement Fund
Houston-based “Pay-to-Play Annual Statement”
In the twelve (12) month period beginning on _______________ and ending on
__________________ to the best of the knowledge of the undersigned, who and/or which has
made reasonable inquiry of those entities and persons described below who could be relevant
contributors in support of politicians or campaigns, (such entities and persons hereinafter
referred to as “Investment Entities”), none of the undersigned, their and/ or its employers,
affiliates, officers, directors or controlling shareholders, partners, managing members have
given contributions, directly or indirectly, in a cumulative amount in value of one hundred and
fifty dollars ($150) or more (per entity or individual) to (i) the City of Houston Mayor, (ii) the
Mayor-elect, (iii) the Chair of the Council Committee that monitors or evaluates financial and
budget matters (“Finance Chair”) or (iv)any entity organized for the purpose of electing or reelecting the City of Houston Mayor, Mayor-elect or Finance Chair to any public elected office
(“campaign entity”).
If, however, in the twelve (12) month period mentioned above, the undersigned has substantial
reason to believe that any of the Investment Entities named in the above paragraph gave
contributions in the amount described above or more to the officials described in the above
paragraph, please describe the basis of such belief below, attaching pages as needed, and please
sign so affirming by signature such reason to believe in the existence of the conduct.
The following is accordingly affirmed in accordance with the above:
(please mark, initial or check next to the applicable statement below)
(A) There is nothing to disclose under the first paragraph above
_____
Or
(B) Attached are (supply #) ____ of attached pages containing disclosures as described in the
second paragraph above
_____

_____________________________
Signature
_____________________________
Printed Name
_____________________________
Title and Organization
The above-signed person affirms his or her belief that the contents of this “Houston-based ‘Payto-Play Annual Statement” disclosure (including any attached pages) is correct and complete.

Notary

